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Hard disk drives were come to use in 1956, as data
storage for an IBM real-time system and were developed
for
use
with general-purpose
mainframe
and
minicomputers. So the changes in hard disk drive are very
high in every aspect like size, capacity and price.
We have much improvement in the characteristics of a
hard disk drive over the time.

Abstract-- Big data analytics can provide valuable vision
that will provide competitive advantage, give rise to new
innovations, and provide increased return. We live in the data
age as data storage devices, hardware and software, have
evolved to a point at which it is very less in price to store
voluminous data, both structured as well as unstructured.
The increased popularity of social media has contributed to
the buildup of large data volumes, mostly unstructured, which
analyzed could yield valuable return. This paper gives an
insight of how we can analysis of big data using cloud side by
side. To retrieve meaningful, useful and accurate information
on time from such big data sets is a daunting task that
requires a careful selection of the right hardware, software
and data model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Weight

Big Data has given rise to major changes in traditional
data analysis platforms which used to be relational only. To
perform analysis on this big and complex data, hardware
scaling including
platforms becomes possible and
choosing the right hardware as well as software platforms
becomes an remarkable decision. Researchers have been
working on building novel data analysis approaches for big
data which has led to the continuous development
algorithms of data mining . There are several big data
platforms available with their properties and selecting the
right platform requires a good understanding of the
capabilities of all platforms [1]. The ability of the platform
to adapt to enhance data processing demands plays a major
role in deciding if it is proper to build the analytics based
solutions on a particular platform. To provide a thorough
understanding of all the famous big data approaches that
are using these days and it also show the possitive and
negative effect of them.
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3.3 Software as a Service (SaaS)
Main applications for cloud-based big data analytics can
be worked with SaaS. SaaS can work as a standalone
application or part of a larger cloud provider solution. For
example, google, twitter, facebook.

II. B IG D ATA

5Vs of Big
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IV. B IG D ATA ANALYTICS P ROPOSED APPROACHES
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There are certain frameworks which can store and
process big datasets in proper manner.
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4.1 Large Data set storage
In big data analytics we are going to access large data
sets, so we need a large data set storage device.
Google file system is large data storage file system in
which we have GFS clusters. GFS clusters have many
nodes. These nodes are are two types: one Master node in
which we have large number of Chunk servers. Each file is
divided into fixed-size of chunks.
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index

Figure 1. 5V of big data
(Chunk handle, chunk locations)

It can change our world completely and is not going to
fade away with time. To recognize the concept of big data,
it is often described using five Vs: Volume, Velocity,
Variety, Veracity and Value.

Instructions to chunk server

III. C LOUD SERVICE T YPES

Chunk server state

The basic cloud service for analytics include three
things:
3.1 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
It is used when third-party provider hosts software,
hardware, servers, storage space and other infrastructure
resources on behalf of its users.

Chunk
Server
s

(Chunk handle, byte range)

Chunk Data

3.2 Platform as a Service (PaaS)
When Cloud deploy the operating system which can be
used as and when required to its customers, It becomes
PaaS. It makes the developers having platforms according
to their requirements and their need to pay either per hour
or for a limited period and they do not need to make huge
investments in purchasing it from vendor.

Figur 2. GFS architecture
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4.2 MapReduce
The MapReduce library combines all these intermediate
subsets that are associated together with the same
intermediate key and sends them together to the Reduce
function. Similarly the Reduce function, also accepts all
intermediate keys and subsets. The function merges
together these subsets with the key to form a smaller set of
values
This model is used for web search engine, sorting and
processing the data, in data mining, machine learning and
many other systems. The whole framework manages the
way in which data is split among nodes of cluster and how
intermediary query results are aggregate.
A basic concept of MapReduce framework can be shown
as in Figure 2.

// key: a word
// values: counts
int result = 0;
for each v in values:
result += ParseInt(v);
Emit(S(result));
Hadoop is a distributed computing platform, which is an
open source implementation of the MapReduce framework
proposed by Google . It is implemented in java and uses the
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). HDFS is used by
Hadoop applications, HDFC is a initial system for Hadoop
applications. HDFC is uses to generate duplicate coppies
data sets for reliability, distributing them around the nodes
and divide the task into small blocks. The relationship
between Hadoop, HBase and HDFS can be understand by
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Map-Reduce architecture (based on [27])

For example: Consider the problem of counting how
many times each word has occurred in a large collection of
documents.
We can write code a simple pseudo-code:

O/P

HBase

Figure 3. Relationsheep between Hadoop and HDFS

Map Function:
map(S k, Sv):
// key: name of file
// value: contents of file
for each word x in value:
Emit Intermediate(x, "1");
Reduce Function:
reduce(Sk, SV):

4.3 Parallel database systems
It can be deploy on computer in which there are more
than one processor [27]. The parallel DBMS implements
the concept of horizontal partitioning. [20] It distributes
parts of a large relational table among multiple nodes
which will be implemented in parallel.
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 They reduced implementation complexity.
 They reduced administration management problem.
 They provide more availability.

This can be done through SQL operators running on
every partition. Some basic operations such as SELECT
can be executed independently on all the nodes of the
cluster. More complex operations are executed using a
multiple operator pipeline.
The no-share approach distributes data across
independent nodes and its implementation can be done, by
many commercial systems as it provides extensibility and
availability. Example of parallel databases is Te-radata,
Aster Data, Netezza [27], DATAllegro, Vertica,
Greenplum, IBM DB2 and Oracle Exadata.
These parallel databases have been proven successful
because:
 These allow linear scale-up, [24][26]; the system can
work showing continues. well performance as the
datasete size can be increased by combine more
parallel system.
 These allow linear speed-up, [24][26]; for a big
datasets with a fix size.

V. P ROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The design architecture is used to analysis big datasets.
The results of the data analysis help to identify patterns in
field of analysis.
The design architecture described in figure 4, has three
layers:
Layer 1: The input layer implements data acquisition
processes; it gets data from different sources which are
managed by governmental and public structures.
Layer 2: The data layer stores big datasets on the cloud. In
this layer all big datasets stores on cloud then implements
distributed, parallel processing;
Layer 3: The user layer provides the access to big datasets
and manages the query for analysis and reports.
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Figure4. Proposed architecture
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VI. CONCLUSION
The processing of big datasets which is unstructured
and obtained from multiple sources is a complex task since
it requires more storing and processing capacities. Also,
processing and analyzing of big volumes of data is
unfeasible using a traditional continuous approach.
Distributing the big dataset among multiple processing
units and parallel processing them provides improved
processing speeds. Data storing and collecting on a cloud
from different resources.
Big data processing provides a benefit to take big dataset
and extract ordered meaning. When distribution of the data
is very complex that each processing unit is provided with,
the same number of datasets and all the same datasets store
on the same processing unit.
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